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Levels

Overview

Grades 4-5

Paint… toothpaste… ice cream. Many products that come from trees are surprising.
Trees supply thousands of products for our daily lives.

Subjects

Science
Social Studies
Language Arts
Visual Arts
Concepts

People use ingenuity and
innovation to make the best
use of available resources.
To sustain the availability and
use of important resources,
people practice conservation.
To meet the needs of an
expanding human population,
societies practice resource
management and employ
technology.
SkiLls

Analyzing
Data Gathering
Discussing
Interpreting
Representing
Researching

Discussion, Study Topics and Activity Suggestions

Products that come from trees can be studied in the context of many different
areas of learning. Here are some suggestions:
S cience
• Papermaking. Test the strength of different kinds of paper – bath or facial tissue, a
paper towel, a paper sack, a piece of writing paper – when they are wet and dry.
Which type of paper breaks or tears first when it gets wet? Why? What types of paper
need to be strong? What types need to be soft? (class experiment, research project)
• Chemical reactions. What chemical reactions do you make every day?
(class experiment, research project)

• Resources. What is the difference between a renewable and a non-renewable resource?
What are some examples of each? What renewable and non-renewable resources do we
use every day? (research project, class activity, class presentation)
• Technology. What is technology? How does it affect our lives every day?
(research project, essay topic, class presentation)

S ocial S tudies
• Wood and paper products. What products have you used today that are made from
wood, wood fiber or wood chemicals? What forest products are present in the
classroom, at home? (class activity, essay topic, class presentation)
• Alternative products. What would life be like without products made from wood,
wood fiber or wood chemicals? What products could you substitute for them?
What could you invent that would take the place of some forest products?
(research project, essay topic, class presentation, art project)
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M ath
• Math Activity Suggestions.
1. If an acre of land can support 70 trees, how many acres would be needed to support
210 trees?
2. If one tree is needed to produce 20 boxes, how many trees are needed to produce
300 boxes?
3. If the average person consumes goods that use 2 trees per year, how many trees have
you used in your life time? How many trees will you have used by the time you are
20 years old?
L anguage A rts
• Vocabulary Activity Suggestions.
Vocabulary Words: rayon, cellulose, lignin, pulp, turpentine, rosin, papyrus, hemp
	Choose 3 vocabulary words from the list above. Look up the meaning for each word.
Write 2-3 paragraphs telling how we use products from trees in our everyday life. Draw
an illustration at the bottom of your paper.
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Forest Maze

Can you get through the forest maze and out the other side? (You can’t go through the trees.)
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